
THE DON’T 

› Don’t overcomplicate something that can be 

simple. This is a hire to solve a single problem and 

provide a short-term solution.

THE DOS 

› Do develop a mission statement for the new hire. 

› Do prioritize the 1 contractor skill you can’t live 

without, and treat the rest as “nice-to-haves.”

› Do establish a timeline from interviews to final 

hiring decision, with no more than a month to 

complete the process. 

Roadmap to Successful 
IT Staff Augmentation

IT staff augmentation is often 
needed on-demand to solve a 
specific problem. 
While this hire may be temporary, they still 

need to fit your business practices and 

culture. Here is a roadmap to IT staff 

augmentation with four mile markers 

that will help you find, hire, & retain a 

top-talent contractor.

The process of IT recruitment can’t take longer 
than the project you need talent for.  

Sometimes this means adapting a hiring process. 

THE DON’T 

› Don’t invite more than 3 stakeholders into the candidate 

search and interview process.

THE DOS 

› Do set up agile project management systems and 

processes that allow for remote interviews and work. 

› Do keep to under 3 candidates and 2 interviews  

per candidate.  

› Do conduct follow-up interviews within 48 hours. 

Staff augmentation is dating, not marriage.  

When making this type of hire, it’s essential to focus on your goals first.

72.8%
of employers 
struggled to find 
qualified candidates 
in 2018**

It’s essential to make a contractor part of the 
team, whatever that means.  

Defining it can be a little tricky, which is where outside 

perspective can actually be extremely valuable. 

88%
of employees believe 
a distinct workplace 
culture is important to 
business success****

THE DON’T 

› Don’t hire a contractor if you sense they lack the 

soft skills you value. 

THE DOS 

› Do assign contractors a mentor to quickly learn 

technical and behavioral nuances.

› Do meet with internal team to define soft skill, 

technical, and project requirements before 

posting the job.

› Do task a hiring committee member to ask 2 

leading soft skills questions, based on best 

performing team members. 

Though this hire is temporary, that doesn’t 
mean they’re going to be forgettable.  

The hiring process is an investment and the talent you sign is your return. So is the 

lasting impact they make in your environment.

THE DON’T 

› Don’t wait to set up the contractor’s physical workspace and 

needed authorizations until their first day.

94%
of executives and 

Need more directions? Print the 
included checklist for detailed 
steps to succeed on this journey.

** https://www.talentnow.com/recruitment-statistics-2018-trends-insights-hiring-talented-candidates/

***https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/are-you-taking-too-long-to-hire-300312098.html

****https://cultureiq.com/blog/company-culture-employee-engagement-statistics/

 13% of new 
hires only applied to 
their new position 

41% applied 
to 5 jobs or fewer 
before being hired*

Tech companies are 
facing the toughest hiring 

environment of all.

*https://clutch.co/hr/recruiting/statistics-average-job-search-2018

Mile Marker 1: Pre-Hire | Set Clear Expectations

Mile Marker 2: Hiring | Use an Agile Process

Mile Marker 4: Post-Hire | Maximize Skills & Resources

THE DOS 

› Do keep contractor resumes on hand to see where 

else you can use them.

› Do give remote contractors telepresence and agile 

project management processes like daily standups 

and monthly retrospective meetings. 

› Do identify “plug-and-play” opportunities where hires 

can focus during any downtime on their own project.

The number of independent 
contractors earning over 
$100k a year rose from

12.5% 
in 2011 to

20.9% 
in 2018.***** *****https://www.mbopartners.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/MBO-Partners-State-

of-Independence-Infographic-Final.png

Mile Marker 3: Onboarding | Cultural Inclusion
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23%
of candidates lose 
interest after a week 

46%
lose interest after 
two weeks***

www.lucidservicesgroup.com

47% of the US 
workforce reports 
currently working or 
having worked as an independent.



 Document business challenges 
your hire needs solve in a mission 
statement for the role.

 Create a list of 5 desireable soft and 
hard skills with the input of everyone 
on the project team.

 Communicate exactly where you in 
the process and what day you will be 
making a decision.

 Only invite key stakeholders like 
the hire’s direct supervisor to the 
interview.

 Remember you’re selling during the 
hiring process, and be open to non-
traditional tenures. 

 Keep candidate pre-interview work to 
under one hour. 

Roadmap to Successful IT Staff Augmentation

Mile Marker 2: Hiring Process

Mile Marker 1: Pre-Hire 

 Create a clear distinction between 
required and desired skills in the job 
posting.

 Keep the job posting under 300 words 
for a higher response rate.

 Communicate exact hiring date and 
where they are in the process.

 Schedule a second interview within  
48 hours.

 The best time for interviews are Tuesday and 
Thursday mornings. Avoid Friday afternoons 
at all costs.

 Use video conferencing to talk  
with remote candidates.

 Provide the contractor with employee 
handbook, company mission 
statement, and other cultural 
documentation before their first day,

 Assign hires a mentor for both 
technical and cultural nuances. 

 Plan group events attended by 
temporary staff and full-time employees.

 When discussing work or other subjects 
do not use language that distinguishes 
the contractor from the rest of the team.

Mile Marker 3: Onboarding & Culture

Mile Marker 4: Post-Hire Value

 Set up workstation and necessary 

permissions before they arrive on-site.

 Create visibility to contractor’s skills to 

know where else they can be used. 

 Find one project management tool that can be used 

both in the office and to manage remote work.

 Use daily 15-minute standups to leverage the 

contractor by redirecting their focus where it will 

have most impact.
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